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(CAD) INSCRIBED BY AUTHOR, no other markings, a portion of the page edge to the top edge
have been creased due to some accident otherwise Near Fine in Near Fine dust jacket with tiny
mark to top of front panel. 11 x 8 1/2", red leather covers with gold title, , 284pp, index. 625 B&W
instructional line drawings showing construction details, sewing tips, etc. The subtitle reads: "A
system of adjusting commercial patterns, from basic to style, with dressmaking construction details
and finishes for the couturier look". Ramsay had extensive experience in custom manufacturing and
Haute Couture. She had worked in LosAngeles, Hollywood, Vancouver and Montreal; she was the
dressmaking "hand" in the salon of Norman Hartnell, "Dressmaker to the Queen" in London. This is
a very detailed book explaining dressmaking technique. A heavy book. (3.3 JM fo 19/0. Bookseller
Inventory # 59940

Terms of Sale: Postage is $8.90 US for Expedited Parcel Post in Canada for the first book weighing
up to 2.2 pounds; and US $3.00 for each additional book weighing up to 2 pounds. For smaller
books going to Canadian customers, we will reduce the shipping fee and initiate a refund through
the Abebooks.com website. GST is charged on books and shipping for all Canadian customers. On
heavy books we will calculate the postage and send a request for extra postage. Postage is $4.75
US, surface mail for the first book ... [More Information]

Store Description: JWMah has been selling out-of-print, used and rare books on the Internet since
1997. Our stock consists of a good balance of fiction and non-fiction books in a wide range of
subjects. We also sell classical LP records. Our Cookbooks, books on Food and Wine, Canadian
Cookbooks, Canadiana, Travel and Exploration catalogues are worth a look. We examine each
book that we sell and try our best to grade the books conservatively. We are strictly an internet
business, so usually the books put up for sale are in stock. We try update our books every day or so
in order that our listings are as fresh as possible. It is best to contact us by e-mail or by telephone to
reserve a book, as some books sell quickly. We are located in Canada's westcoast and we ship
internationally.

Portions of this page may be (c) 2006 Muze Inc. Some database content may also be provided by
Baker & Taylor Inc. Copyright 1995-2006 Muze Inc. For personal non-commercial use only. All rights
reserved. Content for books is owned by Baker & Taylor, Inc. or its licensors and is subject to
copyright and all other protections provided by applicable law.

Due to the huge popularity of ordering used books online and the high volume of sales thus
generated, some titles you order may recently have been ordered by a previous customer and may
no longer be available. A specific title may also be on 'hold' awaiting payment, before the book is
shipped. Keep trying. Other dealers are eager to help you receive the book you're looking for.
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